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                                 TECHNICAL RIDER :  DAHM                                 TECHNICAL RIDER :  DAHM                                 TECHNICAL RIDER :  DAHM
INPUT  INSTRUMENTS MICS INSERT 

A/ ACOUSTIC GUITAR, VOCAL : KRIS DANEA/ ACOUSTIC GUITAR, VOCAL : KRIS DANE

1 GUITAR ACTIVE DI BOX 
2 GUITAR AMP SM 57

3 GUITAR AMP 414
4 ACOUSTIC GUITAR KM 184
5 VOCAL KMS 105

B/ SAX, FLUTE, BANSURI : MANU HERMIAB/ SAX, FLUTE, BANSURI : MANU HERMIA

6 SAX AKG 414
7 FLUTE ET BANSURI SM 58

C/ CLAVECIN, THEORBE, VOCAL : NICOLAS ACHTENC/ CLAVECIN, THEORBE, VOCAL : NICOLAS ACHTENC/ CLAVECIN, THEORBE, VOCAL : NICOLAS ACHTEN

8 VIRGINAL HIGH KM 184, DPA 4011, SHOEPS, 414, ...
9 VIRGINAL LOW KM 184, DPA 4011, SHOEPS, 414, ...
10 VIRGINAL ROND SM 58

11 THEORBE KM 184

12 THEORBE CAPSULE DPA, SHURE B98

13 LEAD VOCAL DPA 4088 HEAD SET COULEUR CHAIR + TAPE
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This plan is not a reference for the light installation !!!
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                                STAGE PLAN :   DAHM                                STAGE PLAN :   DAHM                                STAGE PLAN :   DAHM
FOH

The mixing desk should be placed in the center between the left and right PA stacks atThe mixing desk should be placed in the center between the left and right PA stacks atThe mixing desk should be placed in the center between the left and right PA stacks atThe mixing desk should be placed in the center between the left and right PA stacks at
 2/3 of the lengh of the venue, NEVER under balcinies and always on the same  2/3 of the lengh of the venue, NEVER under balcinies and always on the same  2/3 of the lengh of the venue, NEVER under balcinies and always on the same  2/3 of the lengh of the venue, NEVER under balcinies and always on the same 
level as the audience. level as the audience. 

DRIVE RACK :DRIVE RACK :

A good stereo EQ 1/3 Oct for the stereo output, type Klark technics,ApexA good stereo EQ 1/3 Oct for the stereo output, type Klark technics,ApexA good stereo EQ 1/3 Oct for the stereo output, type Klark technics,Apex

PROCESSING RACK :PROCESSING RACK :

4 FX minimum, type M 2000, PCM 70/80, SPX 1000,SPX 900, M 5000,......4 FX minimum, type M 2000, PCM 70/80, SPX 1000,SPX 900, M 5000,......4 FX minimum, type M 2000, PCM 70/80, SPX 1000,SPX 900, M 5000,......4 FX minimum, type M 2000, PCM 70/80, SPX 1000,SPX 900, M 5000,......
+ 1 delays ( 1 Tap Delay )+ 1 delays ( 1 Tap Delay )
We will use also 3 aux send additionnals fx pedals we will bringWe will use also 3 aux send additionnals fx pedals we will bringWe will use also 3 aux send additionnals fx pedals we will bring
For these fx, we wiill need 3 aux send and 5 regular tracks on the mixing desk for their return.For these fx, we wiill need 3 aux send and 5 regular tracks on the mixing desk for their return.For these fx, we wiill need 3 aux send and 5 regular tracks on the mixing desk for their return.For these fx, we wiill need 3 aux send and 5 regular tracks on the mixing desk for their return.
All the fx send the 4 from the processing rack & 3 from the additionnal peadals need to be send preAll the fx send the 4 from the processing rack & 3 from the additionnal peadals need to be send preAll the fx send the 4 from the processing rack & 3 from the additionnal peadals need to be send preAll the fx send the 4 from the processing rack & 3 from the additionnal peadals need to be send pre
 on all the tracks  (mic & fx returns ) on all the tracks  (mic & fx returns ) on all the tracks  (mic & fx returns )
For the work in progress, It would nice to record the concert.For the work in progress, It would nice to record the concert.For the work in progress, It would nice to record the concert.
1 Talk back mic1 Talk back mic

MONITORS

The monitors need to be the same type : MTD 115, meyer,...with an EQ graphic The monitors need to be the same type : MTD 115, meyer,...with an EQ graphic The monitors need to be the same type : MTD 115, meyer,...with an EQ graphic The monitors need to be the same type : MTD 115, meyer,...with an EQ graphic 
1/3 octave on each send .1/3 octave on each send .
The band need 3 different separates mix and 3 Monitors .The band need 3 different separates mix and 3 Monitors .The band need 3 different separates mix and 3 Monitors .


